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● Agnostic representation: graphics annotation

Shape label: note.quarter_down
Height label: S3

Combined label: note.quarter_down:S3State of the art
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● Baseline approach: CTC-trained CRNN
Calvo-Zaragoza, J.; Toselli, A.H.; Vidal, E. Handwritten music recognition for mensural notation with 
convolutional recurrent neural networks. Pattern Recognition Letters 2019, 128, 115–121.

Methodology

greedy decoding

Transcription
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● Proposed approach

Hypothesis: having two Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNN) which are 
respectively specialized on retrieving the shape and height features may be beneficial 
with  respect to having a unique system that deals with the task as a whole.

Methodology

PROPOSAL

Three different end-to-end architectures which differ on the point in which the 
two CRNN models are joined.
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● Proposed approach

Methodology
ΣS : shape label space
ΣH : height label space
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● Proposed approach

Methodology

(a) PreRNN
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ΣS : shape label space
ΣH : height label space
ΣT : combined label space
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● Proposed approach
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(c) PostRNN
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● Corpora

Experiments

(a) Il Lauro Secco

(b) Capitan

● Evaluation metric: Symbol Error Rate, SER (%)
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● Results

Experiments

Comparison of the baseline and the different architectures proposed for the ΣTvocabulary case in terms of the 
Symbol Error Rate and their respective standard deviations. 
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● We have presented an end-to-end approach that exploits the 
two-dimensional nature of the agnostic music notation to solve the 
OMR task:

○ Two CRNN schemes that concurrently exploit the shape and height pieces of 
information are then merged at three different neural points: (a) the PreRNN 
one, (b) the InterRNN one, and (c) the PostRNN one. 

○ The gathering point impacts the performance of the model: the InterRNN 
model yields the best results.

● Future work: transfer learning

Conclusions
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